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Abstrract: Device to Device commuunication is a must
m required teechnology to sup
pport rapidly grrowing internett enabled devicees. These devicces are
depenndent on cellular technologiees to access thhe data servicess. Devices in the
t proximity use
u Device-to-D
Device Commu
unication to diirectly
comm
municate, hencee reduce the buurden on the baase station. It allows for comm
munication betw
ween devices w
without the use of any core neetwork
infrasstructure but within
w
the licennsed band. It iss becoming an increasingly popular
p
concept especially whhen used in co
ontext of 5G ceellular
networks as it offerrs many advanntages like lowering the comm
munication cosst, increasing thhe link reliability, gain in speectral efficienccy and
2D communicattion. Furthermoore we also disccussed open ressearch
systeem capacity. Thhis paper presennts a state of thhe art survey in the field of D2
issuees in the field.
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I.

INTR
RODUCTION

T demand of
The
o the mobile devices is groowing with a very
remaarkable speed.. Around 90%
% of the worldd’s populationn will
be connected
c
to mobile phonee by 2020[1]. Furthermoree the
usagge pattern of these devicess is also varyying rapidly. Now
moree attention is towards
t
the Innternet based services. Electrronic
equippments other than
t
mobile phones
p
are alsoo joining the smart
s
worlld connected through Intternet. All thhese devicess are
contrributing to huge
h
amountt of data geeneration andd its
comm
munication. To
T provide a better qualityy to these devvices
netw
work services are need to
t be upgraaded. The Foourth
Geneeration(4G) Wireless
W
Netw
works are being deployeed in
varioous countries and are able to handle currrent requirem
ments.
How
wever the techhnologies usedd by these nettworks are cappable
of haandling futuree requirementss as more thann 50 billion devvices
are predicted to join Internnet by 2020 [2]. The future
fu
appliications dem
mand reliable communicatiion at very high
speed. For exampple driverless cars
c need dataa packets to arrive
a
quickkly so that thhe decision can
c be made and maps caan be
updaated. The goall of fifth generration wireless networks (5G) is
to ennable communnication betw
ween this giganntic set of devvices
with much faster speed.
s
Furtherrmore, 5G will also support high
qualiity video streaaming, TV, Viideo on demannd services. As
A per
the researcher’s
r
obbservation a mobile
m
user usee the services from
insidde a building for around 80%
8
time andd from outsidee the
builddings around 20% [3]. Eveen the convenntional 5G celllular
technnology will not be able to support these ever rising
r
demaands of the higher
h
data raates. So a neew technologyy has
emerrged which is called the Device-tto-Device (D
D2D)
technnology [4]. Itt is a technoloogy that aimss to provide direct
d
comm
munication beetween wirelesss devices witthout the use of
o the
core cellular netwoork infrastructture.
In the traditionnal cellular neetwork that we
w have been using
u
till date all trannsmission waas carried out
o
by the fixed
infraastructure baseed base statioons (BS). No two
t
devices could
c
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2
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direcctly connect with
w each othher without th
he use of the base
statiion. It is called the fixed terminal relaying[4]. D2D
D is a
form
m of cooperattive communiication[5] in which the deevices
coop
perate with eaach other to reelay informatio
on from one device
d
to another
a
via inntermediate ddevices that act
a as transmiission
relay
ying devices for
f each otherr. This is calleed device relaaying.
The term device can be used for any wireeless node thaat has
cellu
ular connectivvity i.e. a tabblet, a laptop or even a mobile
m
phon
ne. With deviice relaying w
we get a hugee and extensivve adhoc network that looks like a mesh of heterrogeneous devvices.
In D2D
D
technologgy the direct ccommunicatio
on between thee two
nodees will be via the licensed ccellular bandw
width. It is posssible
with
h mainly twoo ways: firsttly with limitted role of a base
statiion or seconddly even witthout any rolle of base sttation
invo
olved in the coommunication between two devices.
D2D
D communnication has noot particularly been implem
mented
or reesearched from
m 1G to 4G ccellular system
ms. This is because
mosst of the locaal operators didn’t find it
i a tool of much
m
impo
ortance untill recently. N
Now when the
t
context-aaware
serv
vices and locaation based aapplications are
a increasingg and
these require com
mmunication bbetween neighb
boring devicees, the
interrest has beenn shifted tow
wards implem
menting the D2D
com
mmunication with
w the 5G ceellular systemss. This may be due
to multifold
m
beneefits of D2D communicatio
on. These bennefits
inclu
ude:
1)
1
Lower cost:
c
The ratte of commu
unication bettween
deviices is minim
mized as the coommunication
n does not acttively
invo
olve the base station at eaach step of co
ommunicationn in a
D2D
D communicattion.
2)
2
Gain in link reliabilityy: Even if a link between a pair
of devices
d
is brokken, we can relay informatio
on between deevices
usin
ng the other intermediate devices. So the links in D2D
com
mmunication have
h
increasedd the link reliiability betterr than
the traditional
t
celllular systems.
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3) Spectral efficiency: Information rate that can be
exchanged over a specific bandwidth between devices in D2D
communication is maximized. Hence it has efficient bandwidth
utilization.
4) Gain in system capacity: As the number of devices
operating in a particular cell can be maximized to a higher
value than in a traditional system, the system capacity of D2D
communication networks is more than the traditional cellular
networks.
5) Increased transmission range: The devices that are far
away from one another’s transmission range can also
communicate with each other via the intermediate devices.
II.

APPLICATION AREAS OF D2D
COMMUNICATION

D2D communication would successfully help in reducing
the cost of communication between two devices. Another
application of D2D communication is the offering of mobile
cloud computing services via D2D communication. With D2D
communication one device can use the computing power,
storage space, spectrum, applications or even the infrastructure
of its nearby devices. The daily load on the local area network
can also be reduced to a great extent when the direct
transmission relays take place via D2D communication. D2D
communication plays a vital role after natural disasters like an
earthquake. An earthquake or even a flood may damage the
fixed infrastructure based transmission station and hence it
disrupts all communication in the area affected by the natural
calamity. In such cases of emergency D2D communication can
be used to provide communication facilities to nodes without
requiring any infrastructure such as Base Stations. In this way
nodes in proximity can communicate with each other.
Furthermore, the communication between nodes that are far
away from each other may be supported by using multichip
communication. In this case the message is communicated
through multiple intermediately nodes which act as relay nodes.
Multicasting applications can also make efficient use of this
D2D technology. Newer areas of application of D2D
communication involve vehicle-to-vehicle communication
which is another aspect of Internet-of-Things (IOT). Vehicleto-vehicle communication involves the interaction of vehicles
moving on a road and which tell each other about the amount
of traffic they witness, the collisions to avoid and the optimal
less traffic routes to follow to reach a particular destination.
Hence, they also help avoid accidents and collisions with each
other.
III.

DEVICE TO DEVICE COMMUNICATION STRUCTURAL
DESIGN

To support D2D communication and exploits its full
strength, few changes are required to existing cellular network
structure. To support D2D communication, a cellular network
model will involve two tiers namely, the macro cell tier and the
device tier. Hence, it will be a two tier cellular network
structure [4] with some improvements to the traditionally used
cellular network architecture. The macro cell tier will be
responsible for all interactions between the device and the base
station (BS). Whereas the device tier will be responsible for all
interactions between the devices only means for device-todevice communication. If a device is connected to the BS we
shall say that the device is involved in the tier called macro
cell. If case a device is connected to other device and is
transmitting or relaying information via intermediate devices,
we shall say that the device is involved in the device tier. To
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

effectively allocate the resources in D2D communication
sectored antennas can be deployed at base station.
The first tier i.e macro cell is almost similar to existing
cellular system and provides a fixed infrastructure. The main
difference between this structure and is due to the introduction
of device tier in the structure. Furthermore, the functioning of
the device tier varies according to the level of involvement of
Base Station and other entities controlled by cellular service
provider, in deciding the way devices communicate the through
D2D Communication[4]. These variations are mentioned
below:
“Device relaying with operator controlled link
establishment (DR-OC)”[4]: This type of functionality
enables the base station to communicate with the nodes that are
out of its coverage area. Such type of nodes communicates with
the base station through other intermediate nodes which fall
under the coverage area of the base station. These intermediate
nodes communicate just as relay nodes. This functionality
extends the communication model and provides a way to base
station to communicate with out of coverage area nodes and
vice versa. At the one hand in extends the capability by
supporting long distance communication and on other hand it
also introduces various security threats as intermediate nodes
can perform various active and passive attacks.
“Direct D2D communication with operator controlled
link establishment (DC-OC)”[4]
This variation of device tier allows the device to
communicate with each other. The data from one device to
other is directly communicated to other device without
involving the base station. However, the topology is decided
with the decision made and conveyed by the base station. These
decisions includes about the link establishment between various
devices that are going to communicate directly.
“Device relaying with device controlled link
establishment (DR-DC)”[4]:
Here in this mode the source and destination devices
communicate with each other through the intermediate nodes.
The base station is not involved in this communication in any
role. The topology is created through distributed decision,
where all the decisions about link establishments are taken by
the involved devices. This will reduce the burden of base
station.
“Direct D2D communication with device controlled link
establishment (DC-DC)”[4]:
Here in this mode the source device communicates with
destination device without involving any relaying device or
base station. The topology is also created by the devices
without the interference of the base station.
During the link establishment radio channels are allocated
for required D2D communications. Hence, the D2D
communication can take place via the following modes:
Silent mode: In this mode no transmission of data takes
place by D2D devices because of non-availability of resources.
Hence, the D2D devices are said to be silent.
Dedicated mode: In this mode the D2D devices have been
allocated some specific resources for their usage in the direct
links between the devices.
Reuse mode: This mode enables the D2D devices to make
use of the free uplink and downlink channels of the cellular
users.
Cellular mode: In this type of conventional communication
D2D data and information is transferred via the eNBs.
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IV.

CLASSSIFICATION OFF D2D COMM
MUNICATION

D
D2D
commuunication caan be classsified into two
categgories[6]: Inband D2D com
mmunication and
a Outband D2D
comm
munication. Itts types and suubtypes are mentioned in figgure2.

Figurre-2: Types off D2D Commuunication
In reference to D2D
D
communnication, Inbaand and Outtband
comm
munication is
i defined based
b
on the communication
channnels used foor the purpoose. In case of Inband D2D
comm
munication cellular
c
channels are useed for the D2D
comm
munication. Hence thee base staation to deevice
comm
munication and
a
the direct communicaation betweenn the
devicce require thhe allocation of resourcess from the same
celluular bandwidthh and both off these devicees contend foor the
samee channels. This
T
lead to the requirem
ment of effiicient
channnel allocationn mechanism to reduce thee interference and
increease the channnel utilizationn. On the otheer side, in case of
Outbband communnication devicces will use different wirreless
channnels such as channels
c
used in wifi-directt[7], Bluetootth[8],
zigbeee[9], for direectly communiicating with other
o
devices in the
proxximity. This appproach will increase
i
the neetwork capaciity to
a higgher extent ass compared too Inband D2D
D communicaation.
Otheer differencee between Inband and Outband D2D
comm
munication is that the licennsed bandwidthh spectrum is used
for Inband D22D communnication buut the Outtband
comm
munication opperates over unnlicensed specctrum.
Manny approaches have been prooposed for D22D communication
based on this mecchanism. The main motive of the researcch in
d
is too reduce the innterference beetween cellularr and
this direction
D2D
D communicattions. In case of overlay communication
c
n the
netw
work channels are dedicateddly allocated for
f cellular as well
D2D
D communicattions. Althouggh the overlaay communication
reduce the interfe
ference, but it
i is not ablee achieve speectral
efficciency as undeerlay communiication can achhieve.
Mainn challenge inn the area is efficient
e
alloccation of the radio
r
channnels with intterference maanagement. Various
V
approaaches
weree introduced to
t handle these issues. Onne category of the
apprroaches[10],[11],[12],[13],[114] are based on the assumpption
that base station is
i aware of ceellular and D22D communication
takinng place at thee moment. Onn the other side approaches[15]
[16] have also been proposedd which assum
mes that the base
statioon and devicee nodes are noot aware aboutt cellular and D2D
comm
munication taaking place at that moment.. An approachh that
explooits the fact about
a
low utillization of uplink channels [17]
was proposed foor d2d inbandd communicaation. The auuthor
sugggested to use the
t unutilized spectrum from
m uplink specctrum
for D2D
D
communication. Howeever such kindd of approach only
offerrs limited exteendibility. In another
a
such approach [18]], the
authoors proposed to communicate d2d comm
munications duuring
uplinnk frame. Ussing such appproaches onlly base statioon is
© 2015-19,
2
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expo
osed to interfeerence. To maaximize the th
hroughput andd user
satissfaction a tecchnique was iintroduced by
y Chen et al. [19].
They
y used nonn-orthogonal sharing mo
ode. For fuurther
imprrovements, the authors in Z
Zheng et al. [20
0] proposed thhe use
of alllocating timeslots to D2D ppairs. The tim
meslots are alloocated
adap
ptively. The work
w
is basedd on the imprroved proporttional
fairn
ness algorithm
m. A two stagee resource allo
ocation schem
me[21]
has also been prooposed to achiieve high reso
ource utilization. It
usess heuristic greeedy resourcee strategy and
d Langrangiann dual
meth
hod based power
p
allocaation algorith
hm for subccarrier
assig
gnment. As thhe main issue with overlay
y communicatiion is
to im
mprove spectrral utilizationn Yang & Ku
uo[22] proposeed an
efficcient approachh to allocate nnetwork resourrces to cellulaar and
D2D
D communicaations. Their approach is based on finnding
miniimum overlaay partition. To find so they defineed an
algo
orithm called largest
l
aggreggated interfereence first algoorithm
(LIF
FA) which works based on ggreedy method
dology.
Outb
band D2D Communication
C
ns: In outban
nd communiccation
conccept of data offloading
o
is used. To redu
uce the burdeen on
cellu
ular channels D2D commuunications willl be shifted too non
cellu
ular networks.. These netwoorks may be Blluetooth, Wifii, WiMax
x etc. Outbandd D2D comm
munication can
n be either nettwork
conttrolled or device controolled(autonomo
ous). In nettwork
conttrolled the basse station form
m the group an
nd inform the nodes
n
abou
ut the meddium through which th
hese nodes will
com
mmunicate. Ass multiple hetterogeneous networks
n
are being
b
used
d in outband communicattion the spectral availabiliity is
increeased by multtifold.
Man
ny schemes have
h
been prooposed to reso
olve various issues
i
invo
olved in outbaand communiccation. In [23
3], Hematian et.
e al.
stud
died the use off wi-fi direct to offload th
he data traffic from
cellu
ular communiications. Few other schemess are also available
whicch works on thhe same idea tto offload the cellular data to
t wifi neetworks. The data related tto nodes in a close proxim
mity is
sugg
gested to be communicated
c
d via wi-fi/ wii-fi direct netw
work.
For the purpose itt is suggested tto form the clu
usters.
In [24],
[
authors proposed usse of Bluetoo
oth technologgy to
initially form thee clusters andd to use wi-fii network forr data
offlo
oading. In [255], Asadi et. aal. presented D2D
D
Opportuunistic
Relaay with QoS Enforcement (DORE) for improving chhannel
capaacity with maintaining
m
Q
Quality of seervce in term
ms of
throughput.
Cluster
C
optim
mization to reeduce energy requirementss and
imprrove quality of
o services is still an open research issuue for
outb
band communiication.
V.
V

SIMULA
ATORS FOR D2D COMM
MUNICATION
NS

Therre are only few simulattors which supports
s
the D2D
com
mmunication with
w cellular coommunication
n. These simulators
tools are:
LEN
NA[26]: It’s a NS3 modulee which simulates LTE-A. Other
O
mod
dules such as Wifi, availabble in NS3 enables
e
to sim
mulate
outb
band D2D com
mmunication. T
The module iss coded in C++
+.
Sim
muLTE [27]: It’s a Om
mnet++ modu
ule developedd for
deveeloped to sim
mulate LTE annd LTE-A nettworks. It suppports
lot of
o features off Physical annd MAC layerr. The code if
i the
mod
dule is written in C++.
LTE
E-Sim [28]: LTE-Sim
L
is sstandalone sim
mulator written in
C++
+. Its event driiven simulatorr which suppo
orts both uplink and
dow
wnlink simulaations. This ttool needs to
o be extendeed to
supp
port D2D com
mmunications.
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Vienna-LTE [29]: Vienna Simulator is written in Matlab.
There are various variants of this simulator which includes:
Vienna link level simulator and Vienna system level simulator.
This tool also needs to be extended to support D2D
communications.
NetSim[30]: NetSim is proprietary tool. The support for LTE
D2D simulation is provided in NetSim v10.
Except NetSim all the tools are free open source simulators.
However very limited functionalities are implemented in these
tools to support D2D communications.
VI.

CHALLENGES IN D2D COMMUNICATION

The main challenge posed in D2D communication is security
point of view. In D2D communication the relaying of
information between any two devices occurs via intermediate
devices acting as the relaying devices. It is in stark contrast to
the traditional cellular system in which the relaying part was
the work of the base station only. Here, in D2D the user data
while routing goes through relaying devices and hence the
security of the data can be compromised easily if efficient
security mechanisms are not implemented. A solution to this
security threat is to use the closed access technique. In this
technique all the devices that are currently operating in the
device tier of the D2D communication network need to
maintain a list of its trusted devices. The device will make any
other device a trusted device only when that device has
authenticated itself. These trusted devices mainly belong to a
particular workplace or neighborhood. So these groups of
trusted devices should only be allowed to communicate with
each other directly via the device tier system. If any other non trusted device needs to communicate to any other device then it
needs to do via the macro-cell tier system only and not via the
device tier. Hence this approach limits the communication.
Whereas in the open access technique any device can access
any other device and can make it relay its information. It has no
strict rules and regulations like the closed access technique.
This is more dangerous as far as security is concerned as there
is no control over the possible threats, attacks as well as
security breach of one device by another device during the
relaying of its data.
As D2D communication allows communicating the data
through relay nodes/cluster heads all security issues as
applicable to Mobile Ad-hoc Networks are also applicable to
D2D communications. These attacks includes: Gray Hole,
Black Hole, Eavesdropping, Man in the middle, session
hijacking etc. In addition few new type of attacks may also be
applicable. We identified one such attack called SelectiveSlowdown-Attack. When the device offloads the
communication to non cellular network such as wifi, usually
packets will be communicated through cluster head which will
be selected among one of the mobile devices. The depletion of
energy of the node is directly proportional to the speed at which
the node is communicating. To save the battery power a
selected cluster head node can treat in selfish manner and will
forward the data belonging to other nodes at lower rates.
Considering the types of device tier D2D communication
available we can see that the DR-OC and DC-OC techniques
involve the base station services for resource allocation and call
setup mechanisms. In DR-DC and DC-DC techniques we have
no involvement of the base station or any central agency to
monitor the device-to-device communication. Hence the D2D
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

communication in DR-OC and DC-OC is more secure than the
D2D communication via DR-DC and DC-DC techniques. In
DR-DC and DC-DC there are no means of centralized relaying
and supervision making it tough to maintain secure control in
these areas.
Efficient cluster formation is also a research issue for outband
D2D communication. The motive of cluster formation is to
reduce interference, increase capacity of network to handle
D2D pairs, and to increase network lifetime.
Another major challenge is the problem of pricing for D2D
technology. This technology does involve the operator in some
cases like DR-OC and DC-OC. But the problem of fixing the
price remains on the operator side as well as the customer side.
The customers should pay for what services remains a question
to be pondered over. The operator can create a secure and
healthy environment for the devices involved in D2D
communication and hence can be paid by the customers for this
reason.
Handover management is another such open issue in D2D
communication. When a device will move from the area
controlled by one base station to another base station controlled
area it has to follow certain handover techniques so as to avoid
call drops etc.
In context of D2D communication particularly in the DR-DC
and DC-DC it will be a challenging task as there is no base
station’s involvement involved. So if a device which is under
the DR-DC or DC-DC communication changes its base station
cell area ie. it moves to another cell and there in the new cell it
starts a DR-OC or DC-OC communication it will be
problematic as the old base station will not know that the
device has left its range and has joined a new cell base station.
So handover needs to be addressed in this context.
Furthermore performance analysis of mixed mode (using
both inband and inband modes) D2D communication is need to
carried out in future. The use of combination of inband and
outband mode will improve the spectral efficiency.
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